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Nitric oxide (NO) modulates neurotransmitter release, induction
of long-term synaptic potentiation and depression, and activity
levels of neurons. However, it is not known whether NO con-
tributes to the ability of the CNS to distinguish sensory signals
from background noise and/or extract sensory information with
greater reliability. We addressed these questions in the visual
cortex, in vivo, using electrophysiological recording and analy-
sis of signal detection from individual neurons. This was com-
bined with microiontophoretic application of arginine analogs
that either upregulate or downregulate the brain’s endogenous
NO-generating pathways or compounds that produce exoge-
nous NO. Protocols that enhance NO levels generally increased
the number of action potentials per trial evoked by visual

stimuli, improved signal detection, and decreased the coeffi-
cient of variation of visually evoked responses, whereas NO-
reducing protocols predominantly had complementary effects.
Control experiments demonstrate that these effects are likely
attributable to the specific ability of these arginine compounds
to modify NO levels versus other nonspecific effects. Differential
effects between neighboring cells and between single-cell re-
ceptive subfields suggest that these actions have a significant
direct neural component versus exclusively operating indirectly
on neurons through the central vascular actions of NO.
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Within the network of cerebral cortical neurons, synapses are a
primary locus for undergoing adaptive changes (Singer, 1995;
Markram and Tsodyks, 1996). Such modulation of synaptic
strength may play a role in training-induced reorganization of
sensory maps and an enhanced representation of salient features
in the environment and thus influence behavioral plasticity
(Ahissar et al., 1992; Recanzone et al., 1993; Cruikshank and
Weinberger, 1996). However, the cellular signaling pathways that
underlie these processes are poorly understood. The membrane-
permeant signaling molecule nitric oxide (NO) has the potential
for contributing to such adaptive signal processing in the cerebral
cortex, because (1) the enzyme responsible for synthesizing NO
in neurons, type I nitric oxide synthase (NOS), is richly distrib-
uted in the cortical synaptic neuropile (Aoki et al., 1993, 1997;
Friedlander et al., 1996); (2) NOS activation is calcium- (and thus
activity-) dependent (Moncada et al., 1991; Marletta, 1994; Mon-
tague et al., 1994; Nathan and Xie, 1994; Friedlander and Gan-
cayco, 1996); (3) NO production can modulate the release of
glutamate and other neurotransmitters at cortical synapses in vitro
(Montague et al., 1994; Ohkuma et al., 1995, 1996) and in vivo
(Strasser et al., 1994; Kano et al., 1998); and (4) cortical NMDA

receptor activation contributes to NO production (Montague et
al., 1994; Kano et al., 1998). Moreover, NO has been shown to
play a role in synaptic plasticity in other brain regions, e.g.,
NMDA receptor-dependent CA1 hippocampal long-term synap-
tic potentiation (LTP; Schuman and Madison, 1991, 1994; Aran-
cio et al., 1996; Son et al., 1996; Malen and Chapman, 1997) and
NMDA receptor-independent cerebellar long-term synaptic de-
pression (LTD; Shibuki and Okada, 1991; Lev-Ram et al., 1997).
Thus, the production, local diffusion, and action of NO appear to
be linked to an associative, activity-dependent modulation of
synaptic strength. We propose that NO could contribute to a
selective amplification of groups of synapses in volumes of sen-
sory cortex effectively increasing signal detection by individual
cortical neurons. To evaluate this hypothesis, it is necessary to
study the effects of NO in vivo in a setting that allows activiation
of cortical networks by presentation of stimuli through the natural
receptor apparatus versus relying exclusively on simultaneous and
temporally punctate electrical stimulation of groups of cortical
afferents as delivered in vitro.

Although NO is implicated in synaptic plasticity in other brain
regions (e.g., LTP in hippocampus and LTD in cerebellum),
regional inhibition of visual cortex NOS activity in vivo during
early postnatal development does not prevent the ocular domi-
nance shift produced by monocular visual deprivation (Reid et
al., 1996; Ruthazer et al., 1996). However, other in vivo studies
have shown that the activity levels and responsiveness of thalamic
(Do et al., 1994; Cudeiro et al., 1996) and cortical (Cudeiro et al.,
1997) neurons can be modified by NOS inhibition. But an explicit
role for endogenous cortical NO in cortical information process-
ing has not been explored. For example, it is not known whether
the biochemical actions described for NO in vitro or its ability to
modify firing levels of central neurons in vivo play a role in
detection of sensory signals and/or enabling neurons to process
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information with greater reliability. Nor have the specificity of the
actions of NO on neighboring neurons and its potentially more
subtle effects on the organization of sensory neuron spatial re-
sponse profiles been explored in vivo.

In the present study, an in vivo cat visual cortex preparation was
used to address four major questions: (1) Can local microionto-
phoretic application of compounds that are known to modify NO
levels alter the visual responsiveness of individual neurons in a
predictable way? (2) What are the nature, persistence, and uni-
formity of these effects of NO-mediating compounds between
cells? (3) Are these effects attributable to NO (or its downstream
reactions) or to other nonspecific actions of the iontophoresis
procedures? (4) Can these same compounds that modify NO
production specifically affect signal detection and/or the trial-by-
trial visual response regularity of cortical neurons? These four
questions were addressed, respectively, by evaluating for individ-
ual neurons the effects of (1) iontophoresis of the endogenous
NOS substrate L-arginine (L-ARG), an exogenous NO generator
[diethylamine NONOate (DEA-NO)], or the endogenous NOS
inhibitors L-nitro-arginine (L-NA) or L-mono-methyl arginine (L-
MMA); (2) these same compounds on visual responses and
receptive field subfield structural organization before, during, and
after their iontophoretic application and on simultaneously re-
corded neighboring neurons; (3) inactive forms including equiv-
alent D-isoforms of these same compounds and application of
other related L-amino acids; and (4) trial-by-trial analysis of
single-cell visual responses as evaluated by calculating neuronal
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and coefficient of
variation (CV) analysis.

Application of compounds to enhance endogenous NO produc-
tion or produce exogenous NO primarily enhanced visual re-
sponses of individual neurons, although in some cases the re-
sponses were reduced. These effects were specific to the active
forms of the endogenous and exogenous NO-modulating com-
pounds and were consistent with their effects being caused by NO
per se. A particularly striking effect of L-ARG was its capacity to
improve signal detection and reduce the coefficient of variation of
visual responses for some neurons, whereas NOS inhibitors had
complementary effects. Although the sites of action of NO cannot
be definitively ascertained in an in vivo study, our results are
consistent with a specific neuronal effect of the NO-modifying
compounds. Based on our findings that modulation of NO can
differentially affect the visual responses of simultaneously re-
corded neighboring neurons and the spatial profiles of their
receptive subfields, we hypothesize that endogenous cortical NO
can act directly on neuronal and synaptic targets (vs acting exclu-
sively indirectly through the vasculature). This hypothesis is
consistent with observations of the direct neuronal effects of NO
observed in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation and anesthesia. Experiments were performed on 36 anesthe-
tized and paralyzed cats (20 kittens, 4–8 weeks old; and 16 adults cats,
.6 months of age). Surgical anesthesia was induced with 3% vaporized
halothane in a 1:1 mixture of N2O/O2. After surgical anesthesia was
effected, as ascertained by the absence of corneal and footpad withdrawal
reflexes, the halothane level was reduced and maintained at 2.0–2.5%, as
needed. Continuous intra-arterial heart rate and blood pressure were
monitored throughout the remaining surgical and subsequent electro-
physiological recordings. Mean systemic blood pressure was kept be-
tween 90 and 110 mmHg. During electrophysiological recording, anes-
thesia was maintained with 2–3 mg z kg 21 z hr 21 intravenous alphaxalone
and alphadolone acetate (Saffan; Pitman-Moore, Washington Crossing,
NJ). Further analgesia was provided with a 70:30 mixture of N2O and O2.

Paralysis was maintained with 12 mg z kg 21 z hr 21 gallamine triethiodide
(Sherwood-Davis and Geck, St. Louis, MO) and 0.25 mg z kg 21 z hr 21

tubocurarine chloride (Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, IN). All anesthetic and
paralytic solutions were prepared in 5% dextrose and lactated Ringer’s
solution (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, IL) and delivered at a rate of
3–5 ml/hr via an infusion pump. Pressure points and incision sites were
treated with a topical anesthetic (Lidocaine HCl 2% jelly, Copley,
Canton, MA). Animals were mechanically ventilated, and expired CO2
was regulated at 3.8–4.2%. Body temperature was kept at 38.0°C with a
feedback blanket. Pupils were dilated with 1% ophthalmic atropine
sulfate (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY), and the corneas were pro-
tected with neutral gas-permeable hard contact lenses (Abba Optical). A
fiber optic light source was used to reflect various retinal landmarks onto
a tangent screen placed 57 cm in front of the eyes (Pettigrew et al., 1979).
This enabled the easy viewing and plotting of the optic disks, area
centrali, and retinal blood vessels. Adequate optical refraction was ob-
tained by focusing surface retinal blood vessels using 1 or 2 spherical
lenses, which were placed in front of the eyes. In some animals, the above
method of corrective refraction was complemented with streak retinos-
copy. In a few cases, the positions of the area centrali before and after
pharmacological manipulations (see below) were measured to ensure that
changes in the evoked neuronal responses were not a result of drift of the
eye position.

All single- and dual-unit electrophysiological records were obtained
from the medial bank of the striate visual cortex (area 17) using
platinum-plated tungsten-in-glass electrodes (Merrill and Ainsworth,
1972). Five-barrel glass micropipettes were attached to the recording
electrode to iontophoretically administer (Neuro Phore BH-2; Medical
Systems, Greenvale, NY) pharmacological agents in the vicinity of the
recording site. The tungsten recording electrode protruded the multibar-
rel micropipettes by 30–50 mm. The total tip diameter of all five drug
barrels together was kept between 4 and 5 mm, resulting in a tip diameter
for each of the five barrels of ;1 mm.

Visual stimulation, classification of striate cortical neurons, and protocol.
All visual stimuli were generated on a Tektronix (Wilsonville, OR) 608
monitor and controlled by a Picasso CRT image generator (Innisfree
Ltd.). Visual stimuli were always presented monocularly and typically
comprised light or dark bars and edges. Background luminance on the
monitor was kept constant at 14.8 cd/m 2. The intensity of light and dark
stimuli were 31 and 7.2 cd/m 2, respectively. These intensities provided
Rayleigh–Michelson contrasts close to 35% for both light and dark
stimuli. Light and dark drifting edges presented in random order were
used to assess the receptive field structure (e.g., simple vs complex) of
individual cortical cells recorded from the striate cortex (area 17). Bars
of light (0.3–0.5° wide and 1.0–5.0° long) drifting across the receptive
field were used before, during, and after pharmacological manipulations
of the nitric oxide generating system. Interstimulus intervals were usually
of times equal to the duration of the stimulus presentation. For the
purposes of evaluating the contribution of NO to recorded visual re-
sponses, stimuli were presented at the orientation and direction optimal
to the recorded single unit. Typically, 30–60 stimulus repetitions were
used before, during, and after iontophoretic application of the various
compounds. For any particular cell, the identical number of stimulus
presentations was used for the different conditions.

Data collection. Continuous capture of amplified neuronal discharge
signals (20 kHz), blood pressure (0.5 kHz), cortical blood flow (0.5 kHz),
stimulus duration (1 kHz), and stimulus triggers (1 KHz) were processed
by a real-time intelligent interface (CED 1401 Plus; Cambridge Elec-
tronic Design, Cambridge, UK) and dumped via a PCI bus to the hard
drive of a personal computer equipped with a 200 MHz Pentium Pro
central processing unit (Micron Electronics, Nampa, ID) with 64 MB
RAM and 4 MB VRAM graphics controller (Number Nine, Lexington,
MA). This processing capability together with Spike 2 for Windows
(Cambridge Electronic Design) software allowed for near-real-time,
trial-by-trial updates of the visual response plotted as peristimulus time
histograms, raster plots, spike counts, peak firing frequencies, and inter-
spike interval histograms. One or two units recorded from the same
recording electrode were discriminated using either a Spike 2 waveform
template-matching algorithm or windowed amplitude discrimination
(customized script in Spike 2 software). Statistical analyses of discrimi-
nated neuronal discharge data were performed off-line. In some exper-
iments (n 5 5), cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured with a 480-mm-
diameter needle probe attached to a dual-channel laser Doppler flow
(LDF) meter (Micro Flo DSP; Optronix Ltd., Oxford, UK). The infrared
laser light (780 nm) emitter and back-scatter receiver were housed within
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a single probe. The exposed tip of the probe was placed on the surface
of the visual cortex away from large surface vessels to avoid response
saturation. The LDF method provides continuous measurement of blood
cell perfusion in the microvasculature by producing an output signal that
is proportional to the blood cell flux. The LDF displays blood flow as
arbitrary blood perfusion units allowing for relative in vivo measures of
CBF (Obeid et al., 1990). Using this method, cerebral blood flow was
measured either during microiontophoresis of NO-modulating com-
pounds or in response to a hypercapnia-induced global increase in CBF
by inhalation of 5% CO2 (Irikura et al., 1995; Fabricius et al., 1996),
concomitant with electrophysiological recording from individual visual
cortical neurons.

Data analysis of neuronal discharges af ter pharmacological manipula-
tions. For each tested neuron, under each condition (control, drug, and
recovery), trial-by-trial spike counts during visual stimulation were plot-
ted for control, drug, and recovery conditions. Significance of effects with
individual drugs was confirmed by Mann–Whitney and Kruskal–Wallis
tests. The minimum significance level was set at p , 0.05 for mean spike
count comparisons.

In addition to the mean spike count tests, ROC curves were plotted for
each cell before and during various pharmacological manipulations. The
ROC method provides a distribution-free measure of the ability of the
neuron to discriminate signal (visual activity) from noise (background
activity) (Macmillan and Creelman, 1991; Guido et al., 1995). ROC
curves were constructed by plotting the cumulative probability distribu-
tions of spike counts in two equivalent-sized windows. The first window
was taken during the idle time (no visual stimulus present) and thus
referred to as noise. The second window was taken during presentation
of the visual stimulus and thus referred to as signal. The sizes of these
windows were always identical (for a given cell) under control and drug
conditions and ranged from 1 to 3 sec. The probabilities of all criterion
levels P0–PX , (where PX is the probability of the maximum number of
spikes occurring in any trial) from the noise [P(false alarm)] and signal
[P(hit)] windows were plotted against each other. Consequently, P(1)
would be the probability of at least one spike occurring (scanning across
all trials) in the respective “hit” and “false alarm” windows. If the
maximum number of spikes per trial in a given counting window was 25,
then PX 5 P(25), and P(25) would represent the probability of at least 25
spikes occurring. Typically, the cumulative probability distributions for
both hit and false alarm windows are such that P(1) tends toward 1 and
P(X) tends toward zero. Intermediate probability values are obtained for
the intermediate criterion levels P(2), P(3), P(4), etc. The “cutoff” or
decay of probabilities to zero is faster for false alarm windows because
spontaneous activity is less than visually evoked activity. The area (Ag)
under this plot of P(hit) versus P(false alarm) is monotonically related to
signal detectability (Macmillan and Creelman, 1991). An Ag value of 1.0
thus reflects perfect signal detection, and an Ag value of 0.5 represents an
inability of the neuron to detect signal from noise. Comparison of ROC
curves and Ag values across control and drug treatment conditions thus
provided an unbiased measure of the ability of a pharmacological com-
pound to influence the signal detection capacity of individual cortical
neurons. Because a drifting rather than a stationary stimulus was used,
the stimulus was not exclusively confined to within the classical receptive
field during the visual stimulation period. For the 1–3 sec stimulus times
we used, Ag values were not markedly influenced by confining the
analysis of the signal window to where the peak visual response exceeds
twice the SD of mean background (spontaneous) activity. Indeed, the
advantage of ROC is that no assumptions need to be made about when
the “response” is significantly above background. As long as the “signal”
and “noise” windows are identical in size (duration), the analysis faith-
fully represented detectability. If the drifting visual stimulus was pre-
sented over a larger area so that it overlapped with the receptive field for
only a very small fraction of the time, only then was signal detectability
significantly underestimated. For the data presented in this paper, we did
not adopt such a paradigm. For simple cells, ON–OFF subfield interac-
tions might also result in underestimates of ROC performance; e.g., if a
bright bar were passing an OFF region, the firing would dip below
spontaneous levels. The spontaneous activity in the vast majority of
tested simple cells was low enough so that such ON–OFF interactions
did not markedly lead to underestimates of the detection capacity.
Because identical duration windows of signal and noise were used in both
control and drug conditions, small underestimations of the fidelity of
detection did not in any way affect the evaluation of the relative com-
parison between control and drug conditions. Significance of a change in

signal detection was tested on the population of cells using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test.

We also performed CV analysis to quantify the variability of discharge
before and during NOS blockade or upregulation. For each cell, under
control and drug conditions, the spike count CV,

CVcnt5[11(144n)]3[(SD4mean)3(100)],

was calculated (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995), where n is number of trials, and
mean is mean number of spikes per trial. The correction factor, [1 1 (1 4
4n)], makes an appreciable difference to the computed CVcnt if a small
number of trials (e.g., 5–10) were used. We typically used 30–60 trials
per test condition; thus, the correction factor was negligible. After the
CVcnt was calculated individually for each cell, for each control and
“drug” condition, the significance of a change in the population during
NO modulation was evaluated with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Be-
cause the visually evoked spiking behavior of cortical neurons generally
follows renewal (Poisson) statistics where the SDcnt approximately equals
the square root of the mean (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998), the CVcnt is
expected to change predictably with any changes in the mean visual
response. Specifically, as the mean response gets larger the CVcnt de-
creases, and vice versa. Therefore, we also evaluated whether the mea-
sured change in CVcnt during pharmacological application of NO-
modulating compounds deviated significantly from that expected from
any changes in the mean response. For each cell, we plotted the measured
CVcnt against the expected CVcnt for control and various drug conditions
(L-ARG, L-MMA, and L-NA iontophoresis; see below) and evaluated
whether the slopes of the regression lines between control and drug
conditions were significantly increased or decreased.

Two-dimensional spatial receptive field mapping. In several cases, con-
tour maps of the ON and OFF subfields of simple cells were plotted in
control conditions and during pharmacological manipulations of the
endogenous NO-generating system. Stimuli for these maps comprised of
randomly positioned dark and light squares of 0.5–1.0° size and 0.1 sec
duration on a 7 3 7 grid (49 pixels) or 9 3 9 grid (81 pixels). Luminance
and contrast of the background and flashed stimuli were identical to
those used for drifting bars (see above). The interstimulus interval was
set at 0.5 sec. Responses (spikes) were forward-correlated with the
stimuli for each pixel position. Each response pixel value consisted of the
mean firing rate (spikes per second) over 16–24 trials windowed over the
duration of the stimulus display (0.0–0.1 sec). For each cell, the number
of trials was identical for control and drug conditions. Pixel values (spikes
per seconds) on the grid were transformed into smooth ON–OFF con-
tour profiles using the Kriging method of interpolation with a linear
variogram model (Cressie, 1993). ON and OFF subfields were plotted in
graded intensities of red and blue, respectively. For the purposes of
comparing the percentage change in the strength of each ON and/or
OFF subfield before and during NOS blockade, integrated xyz volumes of
the ON and OFF subfields were calculated, where the x and y positions
corresponded to the spatial coordinates, and the z value represented the
evoked response (spikes per seconds). For the 7 3 7 grid at 1.0 3 1.0
sized stimulus pixels, ;15 min was required to produce a single ON–
OFF receptive field contour map. Larger numbers of grid points and
smaller pixel sizes prolonged the mapping time to a maximum of 40 min.
For this reason, this technique was used in only a subset of recorded
units, all with simple receptive fields.

Pharmacology (iontophoresis). To reduce endogenous cortical NO pro-
duction, synthetic analogs of arginine (L-NA, 10 mM concentration in the
micropipette, pH 6.0; Sigma, St. Louis, MO; or L-MMA, 50 mM concen-
tration in the micropipette, pH 5.5–6.0; Sigma) were iontophoretically
administered (10–50 nA). These two compounds inhibit both endothelial
NOS (eNOS) and neuronal NOS (nNOS) isoforms, and central excita-
tory and inhibitory neurons can contain both eNOS and nNOS (Huang et
al., 1993; Dinerman et al., 1994; Son et al., 1996). The actual concentra-
tions of the iontophoresed compound in the brain are considerably less
than in the micropipette. Intrapipette concentrations of compounds for
microiontophoresis in the CNS are typically $50 mM (Levine and
Jacobs, 1992; Pirot et al., 1992; Cormier et al., 1993; Bond and Lodge,
1995; Budai et al., 1995; Song et al., 1997). Endogenous NO production
was increased via iontophoresis (10–50 nA) of the biologically active
natural substrate for NOS, L-ARG (50 mM concentration in the micropi-
pette, pH 5.5–6.0; Sigma). Biologically inactive D-forms of arginine
analogs (D-ARG, D-MMA, and D-NA) were also tested. Exogenous NO
was applied (10–50 nA) using the NO donor molecule DEA-NO (10 mM
concentration in the micropipette, pH 8.0–9.0; Cayman Chemical, Ann
Arbor, MI). L-Lysine (L-LYS), an amino acid unrelated to the endoge-
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nous NO system, but like L-ARG, a basic amino acid, was also tested. We
did not perform dose–response tests for these pharmacological agents or
attain a saturating effect. Ten to 50 nA ejecting currents were used and
assumed to be selective, because D-ARG, D-MMA, and D-NA were
without effect in this current range. At 80–120 nA, D-ARG and L-ARG,
D-MMA and L-MMA, and D-NA and L-NA modified the response
similarly, suggesting nonspecific actions in this higher current range. A
similar shift from selective to nonselective effects of in vivo iontophoresis
of pharmacological compounds has been reported (Do et al., 1994;
Williams and Goldman-Rakic, 1995). All iontophoretically administered
compounds were prepared in deionized water (OPTIMA; Fisher Scien-
tific, Hampton, NH). DEA-NO was prepared in 10 mM NaOH. One of
the barrels of the multipipette assembly was filled with 1 M NaCl and
used for current balancing during iontophoresis (Stone, 1985).

Histology and electrode tract reconstruction. At the end of each elec-
trode penetration, an electrolytic lesion was made by passing 5 mA anodal
(1) current for 10 sec from the tip of the tungsten recording electrode.
As the electrode assembly was slowly retracted out of the cortex, a second
lesion was made at half the depth of the tract. At the end of the
experiment, the animal was deeply anesthetized with intravenous sodium
pentobarbital (40–50 mg/kg; Abbott) and perfused with glutaraldehyde
fixative. Tissue blocks containing the electrode tracts were sectioned and
alternate slices were stained for either cresyl violet or NADPH diapho-
rase. Cresyl violet staining allowed the reconstruction of electrode tracts
and location of recording sites. NADPH diaphorase staining permitted
the identification of NOS-containing neurons and processes (Dinerman
et al., 1994). Some animals were not perfused with fixative, and recording
sites in these animals were not identified, because the tissue was used for
independent electrophysiological slice and biochemical studies.

RESULTS
The role of NO in signal processing in the visual cortex was
assessed from electrophysiological recordings obtained from a
total of 122 cells in 36 animals (Table 1). Recordings were
obtained from cells throughout layers 2–6 of the striate cortex,
and the sample included 69 simple cells, 35 complex cells, and 18
cells with unclassified receptive fields, all within 5° of area cent-
ralis. The effects of modifying NO production in the visual cortex
were not dependent on the subclass of receptive field type (e.g.,
simple vs complex), the age of the animal, or the cortical layer
from which the unit was recorded. Tests for differences in the
likelihood and magnitude of effects of L-MMA, L-NA, and L-ARG
iontophoresis between kittens and adult cats yielded no significant
differences between groups (L-ARG: z 5 0.42; nKITTEN 5 28;
nADULT 5 36; p . 0.05; L-MMA/L-NA: z 5 0.32; nKITTEN 5 33;
nADULT 5 30; p . 0.05, Mann–Whitney tests) and simple versus
complex cells (L-ARG: z 5 1.02; nSIMPLE 5 32; nCOMPLEX 5 16;
p . 0.05; L-MMA/LNA: z 5 0.97; nSIMPLE 5 38; nCOMPLEX 5
24; p . 0.05, Mann–Whitney tests). In cases in which recording
sites were successfully reconstructed histologically, the types and
frequency of effects were similar in supragranular, granular, and
infragranular layers. Therefore, for the purposes of data analysis,
the data obtained from the sample of 122 cells were pooled across
age, receptive field type, and layer (see Figs. 3, 7; Table 1).

Effects of NO-modulating compounds on the
magnitude of the visual response: specificity,
reversibility, and uniformity of effects
The effects of iontophoretic application of the natural NOS sub-
strate L-ARG or of the NOS inhibitors L-MMA or L-NA were
evaluated for 112 cells. For 20 of those cells, the effects of both
facilitation of NO production (by L-ARG or DEA-NO) and
inhibition of NO production (by L-MMA or L-NA) were tested.
The predominant effect of L-MMA and L-NA (NOS inhibition)
was a significant inhibition of the visual response (66% or 43 of 65
cells). In a minority of cells (17% or 11 of 65), the visual response
was significantly facilitated. Conversely, enhancement of NO pro-
duction by L-ARG significantly facilitated the visual response of
23 of 64 (38%) of cells, whereas L-ARG significantly inhibited the
visual response of a smaller subset (14% or 9 of 64) of cells. These
results are illustrated in Figures 1–3. The summarized data in-
clude the effects of both L-ARG and DEA-NO. The effects of
both upregulation and downregulation of NO synthesis were
assessed using statistical analysis of trial-by-trial spike counts
during the time window of stimulus presentation (see Materials
and Methods). Typical examples of the effects of modification of
endogenous NO production on the visual response of two neu-
rons that had no spontaneous activity are shown in Figures 1 and
2. Data are presented as peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs)
and sequential trial-by-trial raster plots (displayed below each
PSTH). Compared with the control visual response (Fig. 1A),
NOS blockade via L-MMA iontophoresis decreased the visual
response of the first cell (Fig. 1B). Subsequent L-ARG ionto-
phoresis enhanced the visual response of the same cell above
control levels (Fig. 1C). The adjacent bar graph (Fig. 1D) sum-
marizes these effects and shows that NOS inhibition (L-MMA)
versus facilitation of NO production (L-ARG) produced signifi-
cant but opposing changes in the visual response. Like L-ARG,
exogenous NO application via iontophoresis of the pH-sensitive
NO donor compound DEA-NO also favored enhancement of the
visual response (6 of 13 cells vs 3 of 13 cells that had their
response reduced by DEA-NO). This finding is consistent with
L-ARG exerting its action by facilitating NO production (Malinski
et al., 1993). One such example of exogenous NO counteracting
the effect of NOS inhibition is shown in Figure 1E–G. Compared
with control (Fig. 1E), NOS inhibition reduced the visual re-
sponse (Fig. 1F), whereas subsequent iontophoresis of DEA-NO
potentiated the response above control levels (Fig. 1G). The
summary bar graph shows that these effects were statistically
significant (Fig. 1H). Compounds that modified endogenous or
exogenous NO production typically took 3–6 min to attain max-
imal effect and usually returned to control levels within 5–10 min
of cessation of the drug application. Although actions of ionto-
phoretically applied conventional neurotransmitters (Stone, 1985;

Table 1. Summary of database

Pharmacological tests No. of animals No. of cells

1. NOS blockade by L-MMA or L-NA 36 (for groups 1–5) 45
2. Endogenous NO upregulation by L-ARG 47
3. Exogenous NO upregulation by DEA-NO 10
4. Combined L-MMA/LNA 1 L-ARG in same cell 17
5. Combined L-MMA/LNA 1 DEA-NO in same cell 3
Total 36 cats 122 cells

L-MMA, L-NA, NOS inhibitors; L-ARG, natural substrate for NOS; DEA-NO, NO donor molecule.
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Cormier et al., 1993; Bond and Lodge, 1995) that have receptors
on the extracellular membrane typically occur in seconds, the
arginine analogs require a multistep cascade to exert their action.
This includes establishment of an effective local extracellular
concentration, relatively slow transport into surrounding cells
(Kavanaugh, 1993; Hosokawa et al., 1997), subsequent altered
NO synthesis, and diffusion of the NO signal to its targets.
Moreover, the analysis requires detection of signal response mag-
nitude over a series of trials often presented at low repetition
rates (0.1–0.5 Hz) with inherent response variability. Prolonged
effects were evident in six cells in which L-ARG induced a
long-lasting enhancement of the visual response (.20 min from
termination of the iontophoresis). Attempts to reverse this en-
hancement with L-MMA in two of the six cells in which long-
lasting enhancement occurred were ineffective (results not
shown).

Iontophoresis of inactive D-ARG or of the NOS inhibitors

D-MMA and D-NA failed to modify the visual response, suggest-
ing that neither the facilitatory effects of L-ARG or DEA-NO nor
the inhibitory effects of L-MMA were attributable to ionto-
phoretic currents or vehicle effects such as pH. Examples of this
stereoisomer specificity are illustrated for two cells in Figure 2,
A–D and E–H, respectively. Compared with control (Fig. 2A),
L-ARG enhanced the visual response of the first cell (Fig. 2B).
After a recovery period, D-ARG application failed to increase the
visual response (Fig. 2C). The summary bar graph shows that
unlike L-ARG, D-ARG did not significantly alter the visual re-
sponse from control conditions (Fig. 2D). Likewise, the inhibition
of the visual response by L-MMA (Fig. 2, F vs E) was specific for
the L-form of the NOS inhibitor, because D-MMA (Fig. 2G) had
no effect. These results are summarized in the bar graph (Fig.
2H). Consistent with these results on the specificity of the effects
of L-forms of ARG and MMA, L-LYS, an amino acid unrelated
to the endogenous NO pathway, did not modify visually evoked

Figure 1. Downregulation and upregulation of NO production produce opposite effects on visually evoked responses from striate cortical neurons. Data
for two cells are displayed as PSTHs, individual trial-by-trial raster plots, and summary mean spike count bar graphs. A–D, Cell 1: effect of NOS blockade
with L-MMA (B) and endogenous NO upregulation with L-ARG ( C). L-MMA reduced the visual response from 26.2 to 11.1 spikes per trial, and L-ARG
enhanced the visual response to 40.6 spikes per trial. E–H, Cell 2: response during NOS blockade (F) and exogenous NO upregulation by DEA-NO (G).
L-MMA reduced the response from 4.8 to 3.2 spikes per trial, and DEA-NO enhanced the visual response to 7.7 spikes per trial. Effects were significant
at p , 0.005 (*) and p , 0.0001 (**), Mann–Whitney tests. Error bars represent SEM in this and subsequent figures.
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responses of this cell or others that had their visual response
affected by L-ARG (n 5 5 cells; see example below).

Overall, downregulation of NO production by NOS inhibition
with L-NA or L-MMA reduced the visual responses of the pop-
ulation of cells tested (Fig. 3A; 75% or 49 of 65 data points lie
below the line of unity) with a significant ( p , 0.005) negative
population effect (see Fig. 3A legend for statistical analysis).
Conversely, upregulation of NO production by L-ARG or
DEA-NO tended to increase the visual responses of the popula-
tion of cells tested (Fig. 3B; 83% or 64 of 77 data points lie above
the line of unity) with a significant ( p , 0.005) positive popula-
tion effect (see Fig. 3B legend for statistical analysis). At the
individual cell level, the predominant effect of NOS inhibition by
L-NA or L-MMA was a significant reduction of their visual
response. Sixty-six percent or 43 of 65 of all cells tested had their
visual response significantly reduced by L-NA or L-MMA (Fig.
3C1). This represents 80% (43 of 54) of the sample of cells for

which NOS inhibition had any statistically significant effect. Con-
versely, at the individual cell level, although the plurality of cells
tested (47%) was not affected by NO upregulation by L-ARG or
DEA-NO, the predominant action for those cells whose response
was significantly affected was a facilitation of their visual response
(38% or 29 of 77 cells; Fig. 3D, 1). This represents 71% (29 of 41)
of the sample of cells for which NO upregulation by L-ARG or
DEA-NO had any significant effect. The magnitude of these
changes for each case is summarized for NOS inhibition and NO
upregulation in Figure 3, C, 2, and D, 2, respectively. In 20 cells
(Table 1, see groups 4 and 5), the effects of increasing and
decreasing NO were sequentially tested on the same cell by
L-ARG or DEA-NO and L-NA or L-MMA application, respec-
tively. Both manipulations had significant effects on individual
cells in 7 of 20 cases (Fig. 1B,C,F,G). These effects of increasing
versus decreasing NO always were complementary (n 5 7 of 7)
and were consistent with NO enhancing the visual response (n 5

Figure 2. L- but not D-Arginine analogs modify visual responses. Data for two cells are shown. A–D, Cell 1. Unlike L-ARG (B), which significantly
increases the visually evoked response from 6.3 to 22.4 spikes per trial, D-ARG (C) has no significant effect (5.4 spikes per trial). E–H, Cell 2. Unlike
L-MMA (B), which significantly reduces the visual response from 5.8 to 3.7 spikes per trial, D-MMA (G) has no significant effect (5.6 spikes per trial).
Effects were significant at p , 0.005 (*) and p , 0.0001 (**), Mann–Whitney tests.
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Figure 3. Summary of mean visually evoked responses during control versus NOS downregulation and upregulation. A, Scatterplots of mean spike
counts per trial during control versus during NOS blockade via L-MMA or L-NA iontophoresis for all tested cells. Each point ( filled circle) represents
the control versus test response for an individual cell. More points lie below (n 5 49) the unity line (dotted) than above (n 5 16) it. For the population
of tested cells, iontophoresis of NOS inhibitors significantly decreased the mean number of spikes (Wilcoxon Z 5 3.103; p , 0.005; n 5 65). B, Scatterplot
of mean spike counts during control versus endogenous NO upregulation via L-ARG iontophoresis or exogenous NO application via DEA-NO
iontophoresis. Although many points lie at unity, the population as a whole shows a significant increase in the mean spike count during NO upregulation
(Wilcoxon Z 5 2.324; p , 0.005; n 5 77). C, Frequency distribution histograms summarizing the likelihood (1) and (Figure legend continues)
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6 of 7). In no case did NO enhancement by provision of the
natural NOS substrate L-ARG or by provision of exogenous NO
by DEA-NO iontophoresis cause the same effect as NO reduction
by NOS inhibition with L-MMA or L-NA iontophoresis (n 5 0 of
20). The combined n in Figure 3, C, 2, and D, 2, is 142, although
only 122 cells were tested, because in 20 cases both the effects of
NOS inhibition and NO upregulation were evaluated.

Effects of NO-modulating compounds on
signal detection
Trial-by-trial analysis of spike counts during visual stimulation
and statistical comparisons of their means before and during
iontophoresis of NO-modulating compounds were used for both
nonspontaneously and spontaneously active cells. This method
accounted for the changes in neuronal discharge in neurons
lacking spontaneous activity. However, it did not account for all
changes seen in some neurons that were spontaneously active.
This is attributable the ability of NO-modulating compounds to
modify both spontaneous and visual activity. ROC analysis ac-
counts for relative changes in visual stimulus-evoked and spon-
taneous activity and therefore provides an index of the ability of
neurons to distinguish signal from noise (see Materials and Meth-
ods). We did not preselect a minimum acceptable level of spon-
taneous firing suitable for ROC analysis, because this criterion
level was likely to change with various pharmacological manipu-
lations. Therefore, ROC analysis was performed on all 122 neu-
rons (from groups 1–5 in Table 1) in which L-ARG, L-MMA,
L-NA, and DEA-NO were applied. Fifty-four percent (66 of 122)
of cells were spontaneously active under control (drug-free) con-
ditions. The mean rate of spontaneous discharge for all 66 cells
together was 7.8 spikes/sec. Because of the overlapping data from
group 4 (cells in which the effects of L-MMA/L-NA and L-ARG
were tested) and group 5 (cells in which the effects of L-MMA/
L-NA and DEA-NO were tested) (Table 1), a total of 142 data sets
were available for ROC analysis.

ROC analysis revealed that NOS blockade reduced signal de-
tection and endogenous NO upregulation enhanced the detection
capacity. Examples of these effects from six cortical neurons are
shown in Figures 4–6. The contribution of endogenous NO
production to signal detection is indicated by the ability of NOS
inhibition (via L-MMA iontophoresis) to reduce the Ag value of
the ROC (examples are illustrated in Fig. 4A–D,E–H). NOS
blockade decreased the ability of these two cortical neurons to
detect the visual stimulus, because their Ag values decreased
from 0.82 (Fig. 4C) to 0.59 (Fig. 4D) and from 0.88 (Fig. 4G) to
0.49 (Fig. 4H), respectively. As is evident in the PSTHs and raster
plots for these particular cells, in one case (Fig. 4A–D), the
decrease in signal detection was primarily attributable to a change
in the discharge during visual stimulation (1–3 sec) and not the
spontaneous activity (0–1 sec). However, in the second example
(Fig. 4E–H), the decrease in the ROC was attributable to a
change in the spontaneous activity and a change in the visual
response. However, the effect of NOS inhibition by L-MMA on
the visual response was greater, thus effectively decreasing the

signal-to-noise ratio. In a complementary manner, L-ARG in-
creased cell signal detection, as shown in Figure 5. Compared
with the control period (Fig. 5A), L-ARG iontophoresis (Fig. 5B)
decreased the spontaneous discharge (time, 0–1 sec) without
reducing the visual response (time, 1–3 sec). The raster plots
illustrate a transformation by L-ARG of the cell response to one
of increased regularity. Moreover, the ability of this neuron to
detect the visual stimulus increased. This increase in signal de-
tection was confirmed with ROC curve fitting for control (Fig.
5C) and L-ARG (Fig. 5D) conditions. The Ag of the ROC plot
increases from 0.88 to 0.99 with L-ARG iontophoresis (Fig.
5C,D). Thus, L-ARG changed the profile of the visual response in
this cell to provide near-perfect signal detection (Ag close to 1.0).
D-ARG had no effect (data not shown). A second example of the
capacity for upregulation of endogenous NO production by
L-ARG to enhance signal detection is illustrated in Figure 5E–H.
The enhancement of the signal detection of the cell (Ag increases
from 0.77 to 0.98) is attributable to a combination of effects, an
increase in the magnitude of the visual response and a decrease of
the spontaneous discharge. The capacity of L-ARG to enhance
signal detection could also occur without obvious effects on the
visual response. The example illustrated in Figure 6A–D illus-
trates that L-ARG could also act by predominantly reducing the
spontaneous discharge alone. In this case, L-ARG increased Ag
from 0.87 to 0.98, eliminating much of the spontaneous activity,
except for occasional burst discharges (see raster in Fig. 6B).

Because L-ARG was capable of facilitating signal detection by
neurons in response to stimuli that under control conditions
elicited reasonably strong responses to our optimal stimulus con-
figuration, we posited that L-ARG might be capable of enhancing
detection of weak, nonoptimally configured stimuli. An example
of a response to such a nonoptimal visual stimulus is illustrated in
Figure 6, E, F, H, and I. Note that the response consists of only
one or two spikes per trial nested in the surrounding spontaneous
discharge (see raster in Fig. 6E). A vigorous response emerges
from the background during L-ARG iontophoresis (Fig. 6F),
however. In this example, the specificity of the L-ARG effect also
is illustrated. As shown in Figure 6, G and J, iontophoresis of the
related amino acid L-Lysine has no effect on the response of the
cell or its signal detection (the Ag returns to near control levels,
0.58).

ROC analysis for the entire sample under the different condi-
tions (NOS blockade vs NO upregulation) is summarized in
Figure 7A as raw ROC values. The primary effect of NOS block-
ade was a reduction in signal detectability (open circles below line
of unity), whereas NO upregulation by L-ARG increased detec-
tion (closed circles above line of unity). The population difference
was significant (NOS inhibition reduced the ROCs; p , 0.005;
NO upregulation by L-ARG increased the ROCs; p , 0.05; see
Fig. 7 legend). Moreover, because many cells with no spontaneous
activity already had near-perfect signal detection (Ag 5 1.0),
L-ARG iontophoresis could not further enhance their ROC val-

4

magnitude (2) of the effect of NOS inhibitor application. Most cells (43 of 65 or 66%) showed a significant reduction of the visual response. Seventeen
percent (n 5 11 of 65) of the tested cells showed the opposite effect ( 1). Of the 54 of 65 cells (83%) that had their visual response significantly affected
by NOS inhibition, the magnitude of the predominant (inhibitory) effect ranged from 211 to 299%, and the distribution of the percent change in the
visual response was shifted to the left of 0% (see 2). D, Cells that were significantly affected by NO upregulation either by exogenous NO (via DEA-NO)
or by endogenous NO (via L-ARG) are grouped together. The responses of 53% (41 of 77) of the cells were significantly affected by NO upregulation.
In 29 of 41 (71%) of these cases, the visual response of the cell was significantly enhanced (1), the magnitude of the enhancement ranging from 110
to 1250%. The distribution of the percent change in the visual response during NO upregulation was shifted to the right of 0% (see 2).
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ues, thus further diluting the apparent population differences in
the mean change in the ROC values. However, ROCs of individ-
ual cells were changed by amounts ranging from 17 to 249%
(NOS inhibition by L-MMA) and 29 to 172% (NO upregulation
by L-ARG).

Effects of NO-modulating compounds on the
coefficient of variation of the visual response

For the large number of cells (46%) that already displayed perfect
signal detection during control conditions primarily because of

Figure 4. NOS inhibitors decrease the signal detection by individual cortical neurons. Responses are shown for two neurons [cell 1 (A–D) and cell 2
(E–H )]. Conventions are as in previous figure, except the 0–1 sec period represents spontaneous activity (no stimulus is present, but the viewing screen
is homogeneously illuminated at the same background luminance level as when a stimulus is present), and the 1–3 sec (or 1–2 sec in cell 2) period is
when the stimulus drifts through the receptive field. Signal detection is plotted as an ROC curve (C, D) and quantified as the Ag. In both cells,
iontophoresis of the NOS inhibitor L-MMA decreases signal detection, which is shown as a decrease in the area under the ROC curve. In cell 1, L-MMA
decreases the ROC (or Ag) from 0.82 to 0.59 (C, D). In cell 2, L-MMA decreases the Ag from 0.88 to 0.49 (G, H ). Note that although L-MMA decreased
signal detection in both cells, the degree of change in the spontaneous activity during L-MMA application was variable between the various cortical cells
recorded. In the first cell (A, B) the spontaneous activity was unaffected, whereas in the second cell (E, F ), the spontaneous activity and visual activity
were reduced. Nevertheless, the effect of L-MMA on the visual response was greater than that on the spontaneous discharge, thus effectively decreasing
the signal to noise.
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their lack of spontaneous discharge, ROC methods were not
useful in assessing a change in their signal detection. However,
changes in the trial-by-trial variability of visually evoked re-
sponses may also relate to changes in signal detection (Godwin et
al., 1996; de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1997; Berry and Meis-
ter, 1988; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998). The SD of visual re-
sponses with respect to the mean response was calculated before
and during NOS manipulation as the CV of the number of spikes
per trial, CVcnt (see Materials and Methods). CVcnt analysis is
applicable in cases of high and low signal detection, because it

measures differences in SD with respect to the mean response,
both for cells that are spontaneously active and those that are not
spontaneously active.

For some cells in which L-ARG was applied, the increase in
signal detection was associated with a decrease in the CVcnt of the
evoked discharge. An example of this is illustrated in Figure
5A–D, where L-ARG increased the Ag from 0.88 to 0.99 and the
CVcnt of the trial-by-trial spike counts decreased from 48 to 36%.
In addition, in this example, the trial-by-trial responses showed
less temporal jitter and spontaneous bursting during L-ARG

Figure 5. L-ARG increases the signal detection by cortical neurons. Responses are shown for two neurons [cell 1 (A–D) and cell 2 (E–H )]. In both cells,
time 0–1 sec represent spontaneous discharge (no visual stimulus present) and 1–3 sec represent visually evoked activity. L-ARG increases signal
detection in cell 1 from 0.88 to 0.99 (C, D) and in cell 2 from 0.77 to 0.98 (G, H ). In both cases, L-ARG increases signal detection by simultaneous
increases in the magnitude of the visual response and decreases in the magnitude of the spontaneous discharge.
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Figure 6. L-ARG but not L-LYS increases signal detection. Responses are shown for two neurons [cell 1 (A–D) and cell 2 (E–J )]. In both cells, time
0.0–1.5 sec represent spontaneous discharge, and 1.5–3.0 sec represent visually evoked activity. In the first cell (A–D), L-ARG increases signal detection
from 0.87 to 0.98, primarily by a decrease in the spontaneous discharge and not an increase in the magnitude of the visual response. In the second example
(E–J ), the neuron was weakly responsive to visual stimuli in control conditions (see E) as reflected by a low level of signal detection (Ag 5 0.47; see H ).
L-ARG increases signal detection to 0.81 by a relative increase in visual versus spontaneous activity (see F, I ). L-LYS, an amino acid unrelated to the
L-ARG nitric oxide pathway, did not produce a comparable increase in the signal detection; Ag 5 0.47 in control versus 0.58 with L-LYS (see G, J ).
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iontophoresis. CVcnt analysis was performed on all cells in groups
1–5 (Table 1) in which endogenous NO production was upregu-
lated or downregulated. NOS blockade via L-NA or L-MMA
significantly increased CVcnt (Fig. 7B), whereas endogenous NO
upregulation by L-ARG iontophoresis significantly decreased
CVcnt (Fig. 7C). The small size of the DEA-NO sample negated
analysis for this group. The change in signal detection was neg-
atively correlated with CVcnt (r 5 20.473; p , 0.0001; n 5 129;
data not shown). The sample size for the correlation was higher
(n 5 129) than count CV analysis as L-NA, L-MMA, and L-ARG
cases were combined. The CVcnt is expected to decrease when
the response mean increases (and vice versa), but the change
attributable to manipulating NO levels was somewhat greater
than that predicted by the change in the mean response alone.

Insights into mechanisms of NO actions—differential
responses in simultaneously recorded neighboring
neurons and receptive field subfields:
blood flow effects
Aside from the various neuronal sources and targets of NO
(Snyder, 1992; Garthwaite and Boulton, 1995), NO produced
from endothelial cells (and neurons) can dilate blood vessels
(Moncada et al., 1991). Consequently, it is possible that the effects
of microiontophoretic applications of L-ARG and L-MMA oc-
curred via indirect effects of NO on the vascular smooth muscle
(Moncada et al., 1991; Irikura et al., 1995; Moncada, 1997) from
NO biosynthesis in endothelial cells lining the smooth muscle of
the vasculature or from neurons. eNOS and nNOS isoforms were
originally thought to be mutually exclusive to endothelial cells
and neurons, respectively. However, both isoforms may be ex-
pressed in CNS neurons (Huang et al., 1993; Dinerman et al.,
1994), and specific pharmacological tools to selectively block NO
production in either neurons or vasculature are not available.

Our iontophoresis experiments cannot differentiate between
the actions of NO on the vasculature (and thus indirectly on
neurons) versus direct actions on neurons in vivo. However,
certain predictions can be made about how such effects may
manifest. We therefore used three additional experimental pro-
tocols to help discriminate between NO actions. These included
evaluation of (1) the effect of NO-modulating compounds on
responses of simultaneously recorded neighboring cells at the
same recording site, (2) the effect of NO-modulating compounds
on the spatial profile of ON and OFF subregions of individual
simple cell receptive fields, and (3) enhancement of cerebral
blood flow by 5% CO2 inhalation. The rationale for the first two
experiments is that if the ability of NO to modify neuronal visual
responses (such as response magnitude and signal detection) were
primarily attributable to an indirect general effect of increasing
blood flow in the area subject to iontophoretic delivery of the
NO-modulating compounds, these effects should be “mass action”

4

circles). Each point represents the ROC value for a single cell during
control versus iontophoresis conditions. NOS blockade via L-MMA or
L-NA reduced the ROC values, and thus signal detection (Wilcoxon Z 5
3.855; p , 0.0005; n 5 65) and endogenous upregulation with L-ARG
increased signal detection (Wilcoxon Z 5 2.208; p , 0.05; n 5 63). B, C,
Scatterplots of the CV values for spike counts for individual cells during
control versus endogenous NO downregulation (C) and upregulation (D).
NOS blockade significantly increased the population spike count CV
(Wilcoxon Z 5 5.136; p , 0.0001; n 5 65), and L-ARG significantly
decreased the spike count CV (Wilcoxon Z 5 3.019; p , 0.005; n 5 64).

Figure 7. Summary of ROC and CV analysis. A, Scatterplot of ROC
values for individual cells before and during NOS blockade (open circles)
and enhanced endogenous NO production via L-ARG application ( filled
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in nature, and the compounds should not differentially affect
neighboring cells or neighboring synapses on the same cell. To-
ward that end, we took advantage of our observation that al-
though NO-modulating compounds have a predominant effect,
they sometimes have an opposing effect on different cells re-
corded at different sites. By designing the experiment to record
from neighboring neurons simultaneously while delivering an
NO-modulating compound at that site, we could evaluate whether
a mass action secondary to the ability of NO to enhance blood
flow was likely to be responsible for the effects on the visual
responses of the cells.

Two examples of simultaneous recordings from two pairs of
neighboring neurons during L-ARG and L-MMA iontophoresis,
respectively, are shown in Figure 8. The waveform traces in green
and the discrimination between large (black) and small (red) units
are shown in Figure 8, A and D, for the two recording sites. The
PSTHs and raster plots from each of the two neurons for the
L-ARG experiment and the L-MMA experiment are shown in
black and red in Figure 8, B and C and E and F, respectively. In
the L-ARG iontophoresis experiment (Fig. 8A–C), for the neuron
shown in black, the visual response was facilitated (Fig. 3D, 1, 2).
At the same time, the response of the other neighboring neuron,
shown in red, was reduced, demonstrating the rarer effect (Fig.
3D, 1, 2) of NO upregulation. In the L-MMA iontophoresis
experiment (Fig. 8D–F), for the neuron shown in black, the visual
response was inhibited, typical of the predominant effect of NOS
inhibition (Fig. 3C, 1, 2). Concurrently, the visual response of the
neuron shown in red was facilitated, indicative of the rarer effect
(Fig. 3C, 1, 2) of NOS inhibition. We analyzed 13 such pairs of
visually evoked responses from neighboring cells. Three of 13
pairs showed opposing effects during NO manipulation. Such
opposing effects are unlikely to be attributed to local uniform
changes such as would be predicted if the predominant effect of
the NO manipulations on neuronal responses were solely the
result of the indirect effect of NO on neurons secondary to its
vascular relaxing effects. Using a similar rationale, we reasoned
that if the predominant general effect of NO on visual cortical
neuron responsiveness was secondary to its local vascular actions,
then L-ARG or L-MMA iontophoresis should have similar effects
on neighboring synapses. Because current models of the receptive
field organization of visual cortical simple cells incorporate dif-
ferential synaptic input from on-center and off-center geniculo-
cortical afferents onto the simple cell, providing its characteristic
spatially separate ON–OFF substructure (Reid and Alonso, 1995;
Ferster et al., 1996; Chung and Ferster, 1998), we made use of this
observation in our studies.

Using a different stimulus set, i.e., small stationary flashes of
randomly positioned visual stimuli versus drifting bars of light,
two-dimensional (2D) spatial receptive field maps were con-

structed before and during NOS inhibition in six simple cells to
determine whether the contribution of NO to the ON and OFF
subfields of the simple cell receptive fields was equally and
generally affected or differentially modified. An example of this
type of analysis is shown in Figure 9A. NOS blockade selectively
reduced the strength of the ON subfield (shown in red) by 40%
(Z 5 2.00; n 5 49 pixels; p , 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test); the
OFF subfield (shown in blue) was not affected (5% change; Z 5
1.68; n 5 49 pixels; p . 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test). This
specific effect of NOS blockade on a single subfield is not likely to
have occurred via L-MMA compromising blood flow, because
both subfields would be expected to be equally affected, and the
receptive field structure would likely be severely disrupted. In
four of six cells tested in this manner, NOS blockade reduced the
response in one or more subfields. The opposite effect, in which at
least one subfield was enhanced by NOS blockade, was found in
the remaining two cells. One such example is given in Figure 9B.
Here, NOS inhibition by L-MMA enhanced the strength of both
the ON and OFF subfields (Fig. 9B, 2) but by different amounts,
95% (Z 5 2.56; n 5 49 pixels; p , 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test) and 75% (z 5 3.77; n 5 49 pixels; p , 0.0005, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test), respectively. Subsequent L-ARG application
antagonized this effect and reduced the magnitude of the ON and
OFF subfields (Fig. 9B, 3) by 51% (Z 5 3.20; n 5 49 pixels; p ,
0.005, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and 36% (Z 5 2.45; n 5 49
pixels; p , 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), respectively.

Another strategy for evaluating whether the effects of ionto-
phoresis of NOS inhibitors and L-ARG might be secondary to
vascular actions is to intentionally change cerebral blood flow
with another method. CBF was increased with inhalation of 5%
CO2. This protocol consistently increased CBF (as measured by
surface LDF) by an average of 25% from baseline. Together with
the LDF measure, the visually evoked neuronal discharge was
recorded in five cortical neurons before and during enhanced
CBF induced by inhalation of 5% CO2. A typical example is
shown in Figure 10. Compared with baseline (Fig. 10A), hyper-
capnia (via 5% CO2) increased CBF (Fig. 10B). The neuronal
visual responses (PSTHs) during control conditions and hyper-
capnia are shown in Figure 10, C and D, respectively, and indi-
vidual records from single trials are illustrated in Figure 10, E and
F. During hypercapnia, overall neuronal activity increased, but
the signal (visually evoked activity, 0–3 sec window) relative to
noise (maintained activity in the absence of visual stimulation,
3–6 sec window) decreased. ROC analysis was used to quantify
the change in signal detection. ROC plots show the detection
capacity decreased from 0.96 in the control period (Fig. 10F) to
0.63 during CO2 inhalation (Fig. 10F).

4

Figure 8. Opposite neuronal effects on NOS manipulation recorded simultaneously from pairs of different cortical neurons at the same recording site.
First pair shown in A–C. A, Waveforms ( green) of simultaneously recorded action potentials (spikes) from two neighboring cells. The occurrences of
spikes from these two cells are indicated in black and red. B, C, PSTH and raster plots during control conditions ( B) and L-ARG iontophoresis ( C). PSTH
of the smaller unit (red) is shown inverted below the larger unit (black) response. Raster plots for the two units are overlaid but slightly vertically offset
for clarity. L-ARG increased the visual response for the black cell from 11.4 to 18.3 spikes per trial ( p , 0.001, Mann–Whitney). In the other
simultaneously recorded unit (red), L-ARG decreased the response from 9.3 to 5.8 spikes per trial ( p , 0.001, Mann–Whitney). Opposing effects
recovered within 10 min of termination of the L-ARG iontophoresis (results not shown). Both cells in this first pair had near-perfect signal detection
(Ag of 0.99 and 0.95, as evaluated by ROC) during control conditions. Small changes in spontaneous activity were evident with L-ARG, but ROC values
changed by ,3%. A second pair of simultaneously recorded neurons is shown in D–F. E, F, PSTH and raster plots during control conditions ( E) and
L-MMA iontophoresis (F). L-MMA significantly decreased the visual response in the black cell from 6.0 to 4.7 spikes per trial ( p , 0.05, Mann–Whitney)
but simultaneously increased the visual response in the red cell from 11.6 to 16.7 spikes per trial ( p , 0.0005, Mann–Whitney). ROCs were largely
unaffected in both cells.
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DISCUSSION
Our primary observations are that local application of the natural
NOS substrate L-ARG or application of exogenous NO facilitate
the visual response of many (38% or 29 of 77) cortical neurons,
whereas the complementary protocol of locally inhibiting endog-
enous cortical NOS reduces the visual responses of most (66% or
43 of 65) cortical neurons. These results are consistent with the
effects of these compounds being mediated by NO for several
reasons: exogenous NO application by DEA-NO mimics provi-
sion of NOS substrate (L-ARG); NOS inhibition by L-MMA or
L-NA has a complementary pattern of effects to L-ARG admin-
istration; and the effects of L-ARG and DEA-NO are consistently
overcome and reversed by NOS inhibition and vice versa in
individual cells. The conclusion that the effects of these com-
pounds are exerted specifically through the actions of NO versus

other nonspecific mechanisms of the iontophoresis procedure is
also consistent with our observations that neither their D-isomers
nor L-lysine have an effect on the same cells. For cortical neurons
that are spontaneously active, ROC analysis provided a richer
description of the role of NO in sensory signal processing. L-ARG
increases signal detection in a subset of these neurons because of
increases in the visual response, decreases in spontaneous activ-
ity, or both. In cells that have either high or low levels of signal
detection, similar enhancement of endogenous NO production
via L-ARG also decreases the coefficient of variation of evoked
neuronal discharges. Although the precise signal transduction
pathway for the effects of NO on visual cortical neurons responses
in vivo is uncertain, our results are consistent with observations in
vitro of NO having direct synaptic effects. They do not support an
indirect general vascular effect as the primary or sole mechanism

Figure 9. Effects of modification of endogenous NO levels on the 2D spatial profile of simple cell receptive fields. A, Cell 1. 2D ON–OFF maps before
(1) and during NOS blockade with L-MMA (2). ON and OFF subfields are shown in red and blue, respectively (see Materials and Methods). The brighter
the red or blue, the stronger the magnitude of the ON or OFF response. The overall strength of the ON subfield was reduced during L-MMA
iontophoresis. The strength of the OFF subfield was not significantly affected. Thus, NO selectively facilitated the ON subfield of this cell. B, Cell 2.
ON–OFF maps during control (1), NOS blockade (2), and L-ARG application (3). Color scheme as in cell 1. In this cell, the strength of both the ON
and OFF subfields was markedly changed after NOS manipulation. L-MMA increased the strength of the ON and OFF subfields. L-ARG antagonized
this effect and further reduced the ON and OFF subfields. Thus, NO appears to have inhibited the strength of the ON and OFF subfields in this cell.
Note that the scale bar for both ON and OFF subfields are plotted from zero to positive values. ON and OFF subfields were plotted from the response
to separate presentations of light and dark stimuli, respectively (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, OFF subfield responses were also plotted from
zero to positive.
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of the range of neuronal actions of NO in the intact cerebral
cortex. This interpretation is based on our observations that (1)
opposing effects of NOS manipulation could be recorded simul-
taneously from neighboring neurons at the same recording sites
or separately from neurons at different sites, and (2) differential
effects can occur to ON versus OFF subfields of an individual
neuron during NOS inhibition. Moreover, alternative methods for
increasing cerebral blood flow (Fig. 10) do not mimic the effects
of L-ARG on cell visual responses.

NO increases visual responses
When the population data from all cells are treated together, our
results using trial-by-trial analysis show that, overall, NOS inhib-
itors (L-NA and L-MMA) significantly reduce visually evoked
responses and that the natural NOS substrate (L-ARG) signifi-

cantly facilitates evoked responses. In two earlier studies, com-
parisons of cumulative PSTHs in response to iontophoretic de-
livery of these same compounds in cortex found opposite effects
on some tested cells, i.e., facilitatory actions of NOS inhibitors
(Cudeiro et al., 1997) and inhibitory effects of L-ARG (Rivadulla
et al., 1997). To address this discrepancy, we used quantitative
trial-by-trial statistics on each cell to verify the fraction of cells
that show significant inhibitory versus facilitatory effects on NOS
manipulation.

In the visual cortex, Cudeiro et al. (1997) reported an incidence
of effects with NOS inhibitor application in 38% of the tested cells
and reported no facilitatory actions of L-ARG. Our quantitative
analysis with spike-counting methods revealed that NOS inhibi-
tion significantly alters the visual response in most (83%) neurons

Figure 10. Effects of blood flow manipulation on neuronal signal detection. Blood flow and neuronal responses are shown for a single cell, recorded
during control conditions and during 5% CO2 inhalation. Relative changes of CBF as shown in A and B were measured with laser Doppler flowmetry
from a probe placed on the surface of the visual cortex. Neuronal discharges for the two conditions are shown as PSTHs (C, D) and single trials of raw
waveform of action potentials (E, F ). In PSTHs, visual stimuli are presented from 0 to 3 sec, and idle time is presented at 3–6 sec. Increase in cortical
blood flow by ;25% via 5% CO2 inhalation decreased the detection capacity (as evaluated by the ROC metric) from 0.96 (G) to 0.63 (H ).
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(see Fig. 3C). The lower incidence of effects reported by Cudeiro
et al. (1997) may also be attributable to differences in anesthetic
used. During electrophysiological recording, Cudeiro et al. (1997)
used halothane, whereas we used a steroid (Saffan) administered
intravenously. Interestingly, halothane inhalation anesthesia, but
not intravenously applied anesthetics, has been shown to potently
reduce neuronal NOS activity (Tobin et al., 1994) and the for-
mation of cGMP from one of the primary targets of NO, guanylyl
cyclase (Rengasamy et al., 1997). In our study of cortical neurons
and in another study of thalamic neurons (Do et al., 1994), which
used noninhalation anesthetics, the predominant effect of L-ARG
administration is a marked enhancement of evoked activity. Ri-
vadulla et al. (1997) reported long-lasting inhibitory effects of
L-ARG in the visual cortex and argued that inhibitory effects of
L-ARG were unrelated to the endogenous NO system, because
these cells were unaffected by exogenous NO application and
endogenous NOS blockade. We did not observe long-lasting
inhibitory effects of L-ARG. The few cases of inhibitory effects
recovered within 10 min of cessation of L-ARG iontophoresis.
Facilitatory effects on visually evoked activity on direct exoge-
nous application of an NO donor molecule (DEA-NO) suggest
that the effects with L-ARG observed in vivo could be mediated
through the endogenous NO pathway.

Because both L-ARG and L-LYS enter cells via the system y1

carrier transport mechanism, which is Na1-independent and
electrogenically neutral (White, 1985), and because L-LYS had no
effect on cells that had their response significantly modified by
L-ARG, (Fig. 6G,J), then it is unlikely that an amino acid trans-
port mechanism was responsible for L-ARG-mediated changes in
visually evoked responses. Physiological stimulation of sensory
afferents increases release of L-ARG (Do et al., 1994), presum-
ably from glia (Aoki et al., 1991), and is therefore suggestive of a
shuttling of L-ARG from glia to neurons via the extracellular
space when neuronal activity increases. Furthermore, supplemen-
tation with exogenous L-ARG increases endogenous NO synthe-
sis (Malinski et al., 1993) and facilitates neurotransmitter release
in vivo (Strasser et al., 1994) and in vitro (Friedlander and Gan-
cayco, 1996). Circulating levels of L-ARG (or other molecules) in
the cerebrospinal fluid might have little bearing on its availability
in the extracellular space (Montague, 1996; see Nicholson and
Sykova, 1998). These findings suggest that L-ARG need not be
rate-limiting in vivo.

Our recording methods allowed us to occasionally record from
two well isolated neurons simultaneously while performing vari-
ous pharmacological manipulations. The observation that oppos-
ing effects (with L-ARG or L-MMA iontophoresis) can be ob-
tained in this circumstance argue against the possibility of
opposite effects arising from the sequential order of different drug
applications at different sites in a single electrode penetration.
Together with lack of effects with D-forms of arginine analogs,
recording opposite effects at the same recording site also suggests
that the occasional inhibitory actions of NO on visually evoked
activity are not attributable to nonspecific pH or iontophoresis
current effects of administering these compounds.

NO increases signal detection and decreases the
coefficient of variation of evoked discharges
We used ROC and CVcnt analysis to evaluate whether NO
changes the ability of cells to detect a stimulus and the variability
of the responses over a series of trials. Despite increases or
decreases in spontaneous activity, the net effect of cortical NO
was to increase signal detection. The absence of spontaneous

activity in 56 of 122 cells (Table 1, groups 1–5) contributed to a
large number of cases with near-perfect signal detection. Al-
though complex cells generally display higher levels of spontane-
ous activity than simple cells, the significant increase in signal
detection with endogenous NO upregulation and a significant
decrease in signal detection with endogenous NO downregulation
was not dependent on the class of receptive field structure (simple
vs complex).

Traditionally, ROC methods have been used in signal detection
experiments in which “near”-threshold and/or above-threshold
visual stimuli are presented to ask an ideal observer (e.g., a single
neuron or an organism) to discriminate between two stimuli that
have small differences in parameters such as orientation, contrast,
or spatial frequency of the visual stimulus (Thomas, 1983; Brad-
ley et al., 1987; Skottun et al., 1987). However, recent studies have
successfully used ROC methods with presentations of identical
suprathreshold visual stimuli to ask whether signal detection
changes in different cell types (Wilson et al., 1988), in different
intrinsic states of neuronal discharge (Guido et al., 1995), or in
the availability of a specific class of cell surface receptors (God-
win et al., 1996). Our study also used suprathreshold visual
stimuli. Near-threshold visual stimuli would not allow us to test
for bidirectional effects, i.e., downregulation and upregulation of
NO production. However, contrast–response functions under
control and drug conditions would allow for near-threshold anal-
ysis. The effects of NO may be different near visual response
threshold. Indeed, our preliminary analysis (n 5 7; J. Smith and
M. J. Friedlander, unpublished observations) suggests that
L-ARG may have even greater effects on these responses and
increase the slope of the contrast response function.

Whether manipulations that alter NO production change signal
to noise was addressed by performing CVcnt analysis. NOS block-
ade significantly increased CVcnt , and L-ARG significantly de-
creased CVcnt. The change in CVcnt was negatively correlated
with the change in ROC, suggesting that the greater the normal-
ized variability, the less the capacity of the cortical neuron to
distinguish signal from noise (Godwin et al., 1996). This inverse
relationship between change in ROC and CVcnt allowed us to
infer that for neurons that already had perfect signal detection
during control conditions, NO-mediated decreases in coefficient
of variation also reflect increased fidelity of signal detectability.
This is consistent with the fact that for Gaussian distributions, the
ROC Ag is the same as percent correct in a two-alternative
forced-choice test representing the separation of two distribu-
tions in units of SD (Cohn et al., 1975; Macmillan and Creelman,
1991).

The ability of NO downregulation (by NOS inhibition with
L-MMA or L-NA) or NO upregulation (by L-ARG) to increase
and decrease the coefficient of variation of the responses, respec-
tively, is expected based on renewal statistics (see Materials and
Methods). However, we asked whether the change in CV in
response to NO manipulation was greater than expected from the
effect on the mean response magnitude alone. The relationships
between measured and expected CVs for each of the three
conditions (control, L-ARG, and L-MMA/L-NA) were fitted by
linear regression analysis (control: Poisson, y 5 0.74x 1 15.62; r 5
0.59; L-ARG: Poisson, y 5 0.60x 1 18.35; r 5 0.59; and L-MMA/
L-NA: Poisson, y 5 0.94x 1 13.84; r 5 0.82). The regression lines
of the L-ARG Poisson versus the L-MMA/LNA Poisson data sets
were significantly different ( p , 0.003, t test), suggesting that the
change in CV was greater than that predicted from the change in
response magnitude alone. However, the L-ARG Poisson and
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L-MMA/LNA Poisson distributions were not significantly differ-
ent ( p 5 0.17 and p 5 0.07, respectively) from the control Poisson
distribution, although the direction of the changes in slope of the
regression lines was consistent with an added contribution of NO
to reducing variability. Thus, endogenous NO production contrib-
utes to cortical neuron responsiveness through several processes:
enhanced signal detection, increased signal-to-noise ratio, and, to
a lesser extent, decreased trial-by-trial response variability.

The observation that NO mediates enhancement of the visually
evoked discharge is consistent with an NO- and L-ARG-mediated
increase in L-glutamate release at active but not quiescent syn-
apses (Friedlander and Gancayco, 1996). However, NO also can
enhance the release of other neurotransmitters, such as GABA
(Kano et al., 1998) and norepinephrine (Montague et al., 1994).
Irrespective of the range of NO diffusion and whether NO is
enhancing excitatory or inhibitory transmitter release, or a com-
bination of both, our results suggest that the net effect of cortical
NO is to increase signal detectability of neurons. How NO de-
creases the coefficient of variation of evoked discharges is uncer-
tain. One possibility is that because NO increases glutamate
release, the greater synaptic current drives the postsynaptic neu-
ron to higher spike discharge rates. This could enhance the
regularity of the discharge as the neuron approaches its maximal
firing rate because of the refractory period of action potentials
(Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Holt et al., 1996; Berry and Meis-
ter, 1998). Although the response might saturate over a brief
period, discharge at the maximal rate need not be limiting,
because neurons could fire even more spikes over a longer period.
(Berry and Meister, 1998). We evaluated this possibility by com-
paring the interspike interval (ISI) distributions during the visual
response under control versus upregulation of NO by L-ARG or
DEA-NO iontophoresis. In the 29 cases in which L-ARG or
DEA-NO facilitated the magnitude of the visual response, the
mean ISI was reduced from 49.50 6 8.59 (SEM) to 35.13 6 4.64
(SEM) msec, whereas the fraction of ISIs approaching the refrac-
tory period (1–5 msec) increased from 18 to 22% of ISIs, with 25
of 29 cells showing a relative increase in these shortest ISIs during
NO upregulation (z 5 2.65; n 5 29; p , 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-
rank test).

Targets for NO-enhancing signal detection
Parsing the vascular versus direct neural effects of signaling mol-
ecules, including neurotransmitters (e.g., norepinephrine) in vivo,
is difficult. For example, nonepinephrine decreases arteriole di-
ameter but increases neuronal excitability, presumably through a
decrease in O2 supply (Stone, 1971). In the present study, it was
found that NOS inhibition typically depressed the visual re-
sponse. Topical applications of L-ARG (and presumed enhance-
ment of NO production) produces an increase of pial arteriole
diameter by only 6% in normotensive animals (Riedel et al.,
1995). In addition, previously published in vitro slice and bio-
chemical studies from visual cortical tissue demonstrate that NO
has specific neuronal effects (Montague et al., 1994; Friedlander
and Gancayco, 1996; Harsanyi and Friedlander, 1997a,b; for
review, see Kara and Friedlander, 1998). Consequently, several
lines of independent evidence provide support for direct neuronal
effects of NO in the cerebral cortex, independent of influences
from the vasculature. The implications of similar actions from our
findings in vivo would be facilitated if perfect pharmacological
separation of vascular from direct neuronal effects of NO in vivo
could be achieved. 7-Nitro-indazole (7-Ni), a synthetic compound
initially thought to be a selective inhibitor of nNOS (Moore et al.,

1993) and thus absent of vascular effects, has recently been shown
to significantly increase systemic arterial blood pressure (Zagvaz-
din et al., 1996), reduce eNOS activity (Fabricius et al., 1996), and
relax vascular smooth muscle in an NO-independent manner
(Medhurst et al., 1994). Consequently, 7-Ni was not used to
attempt to dissociate whether the NO-mediated changes in visual
responses were nNOS- or eNOS-dependent.

The other lines of evidence that we obtained in vivo that
address the issue of the sites of NO action include the simulta-
neous dual recordings from neighboring neurons in response to
iontophoretic manipulation of NO levels and the quantitative
analysis of receptive field structure. Although, as described
above, the statistically significant overall population effect of NO
on the 122 cells tested was to enhance the visual responses of the
cells (and increase signal detection in a subset of those cells),
occasionally opposite effects occurred. Using this observation to
advantage, we were able to record from 13 pairs of cells, of which
three simultaneously recorded pairs had such opposing effects.
The argument may be made that the lack of an effect on one of
the neighboring cells may be attributable to that cell being out of
range of the iontophoretic delivery of the L-ARG or L-NA/L-
MMA or of the subsequent diffusion of NO. However, in the cell
pairs in which opposing actions of L-ARG occurred, the smaller-
amplitude spike (presumably indicative of the cell farthest from
the electrode tip) could have its visual response facilitated or
inhibited, and it was just as likely for the smaller spike to be
affected, whereas the larger spike (presumably the nearer cell)
was unaffected. Thus, the ability of NO to have these differential
effects in vivo is more likely indicative of multiple neuronal target
pathways (neurotransmitter release, NMDA receptors, and ion
channels) of which a particular class of actions predominate at a
given cell or synapse. Although these observations do not pre-
clude the possibility of NO exerting neuronal actions indirectly
via vasodilation, they are consistent with the known direct neural
actions of NO. A similar argument can be made for our results on
the NO effects on the ON–OFF substructure of the simple cell
receptive fields. The occasional selective effects on one subfield of
a cell are not readily reconciled with the predominant effect of
NO on the visual responses of these neurons being a result of a
general effect of enhanced blood flow. It is unlikely that the
different synaptic inputs from the ON-center and OFF-center
geniculocortical neurons that provide the subfields to a simple
cortical neuron would be selectively modulated by blood flow
changes. Moreover, the occasional examples of L-ARG reducing
the magnitude of the subfields (see Fig. 9B) to stationary visual
stimuli or the response to moving stimuli (see Fig. 8C) are also
consistent with a direct neuronal action versus indirect vascular
action, because increasing local blood flow (as would be expected
from increasing NO production from L-ARG delivery) would be
expected to uniformly affect responses.

The third line of evidence consistent with a direct neuronal
action of endogenous cortical NO is derived from the blood flow
measurement experiment. Our direct measures of cortical blood
flow with a laser Doppler probe during microiontophoresis of the
arginine compounds revealed no detectable changes, although
neuronal responses were affected (data not shown). This result
could be attributable to lack of a vascular effect or to such an
effect being below the detection limits of the laser Doppler probe.
However, in other experiments, more global and readily detect-
able increases in cerebral blood flow were induced with alterna-
tive methods, including hypercapnia via inspiration of 5% CO2.
In these cases, although the spontaneous activity of individual
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neurons increased with increasing CBF, signal detection wors-
ened (Fig. 10), opposite to the effects of L-ARG iontophoresis
(Figs. 1C, 2B, 5B,D,F,H, 6B,D,F,I). These results are consistent
with the differential dual recording (Fig. 8) and receptive field
spatial profile (Fig. 9) results and the interpretation that the
effects of NO on individual neuron visual responses induced by
microiontophoresis of L-ARG or L-MMA are primarily attribut-
able to direct neuronal effects versus indirect effects, secondary to
changes in cortical blood flow. However, a contribution of CBF to
the visual responses that may occur from the arginine iontophore-
sis procedures cannot be excluded, because the more global
manipulation of CBF by hypercapnia could potentially have other
effects on neighboring areas of cortex that could offset the local
blood flow effects. When considered together, all of our results
are consistent with a contribution from direct neuronal action of
NO. Future experiments will require laser Doppler technology
with much smaller microprobes to directly assess in vivo changes in
microvascular perfusion in response to microiontophoretic admin-
istration of NO-modulating compounds coupled with electrophys-
iological recording from individual neurons at the same site.

Implications of cortical NO production for sensory
signal processing
Considering that the visual world is filled with complex scenes,
increasing signal detection of neurons might be an important
adaptation to help the organism extract important cues from the
environment. The data presented in this paper suggest that a
simple molecule of two atoms (NO), serving as a diffusible
messenger in a volume of cortical tissue, can facilitate the visual
response magnitude of sensory neurons and their ability to detect
signals. Many striate cortical cells act as near-perfect signal de-
tectors (with optimally configured visual stimuli) under resting
conditions with basal production of endogenous NO. In these
cells, the predominant effect of NO is to increase the overall level
of the visual response, although occasional suppressive effects
occur. These different effects of NO might be attributable to the
pharmacological substances accessing different sources of NO. At
least four different potential sources of intracortical NO are
present in the neocortex: from intrinsic intracortical neurons that
can be excitatory or inhibitory (Aoki et al., 1997), subplate cells
located below layer 6 in the white matter, which appear to be of
both smooth and spiny varieties (Clancy et al., 1997), dorsal raphe
serotonergic neurons (Friedlander et al., 1995), and from extrin-
sic cholinergic brainstem inputs (Bickford et al., 1993). The
proximity of the NO-generating processes of these cells to par-
ticular synapses and varying levels of basal NO production be-
tween them could provide a substrate for differential effects on
their neighboring cells and synapses. Our results suggest that
endogenous NO plays a role in a form of dynamic modification of
cortical neuron visual responses, although which intracortical
cellular sources specifically contribute to the effects cannot be
determined from our study. Neuronal and molecular mechanisms
of increasing signal detection to extract salient features in the
environment are likely to be important throughout development
and in adulthood, as supported by our observation of similar
effects of transient modifications in local NO production on visual
responses in both kittens and adults. The local modulation of NO
levels in defined visual cortical volumes may provide enhanced
signal detection at appropriate spatiotemporal domains. For ex-
ample, attentional shifts (Treue and Maunsell, 1996; Roelfsema
et al., 1998) or changing the assemblage of functional neuronal
ensembles (Singer, 1995; Logothetis, 1998) based on recent ex-

perience or stimulus relevance may require transient local
changes in subsets of synaptic weights (Bienenstock et al., 1982).
Understanding how such local control of NO levels is achieved
requires additional information about the source of the synaptic
inputs, the cortical innervation pattern, and the local regulation of
dendritic and axonal NO production of the intrinsic calcium-
activated NOS-containing neurons that innervate the visual cor-
tex. Other features of striate cortical neurons that may play a role
in feature extraction include the higher spatial and temporal
resolution of bicellular receptive fields that are fully developed in
the kitten visual cortex by 4 weeks of age (Freeman, 1996). The
signal-enhancing property of NO is likely to be achieved by
modulating the release of excitatory (and perhaps inhibitory)
neurotransmitters at co-active synapses that are driven by salient
visual stimuli. The current findings in cat striate cortex should be
extended to other visual areas and experimental preparations in
which there is a higher incidence of spontaneous activity in
individual neurons allowing further characterization of the ex-
tent of NO in increasing signal detection in sensory signal pro-
cessing in the cerebral cortex in general. In both striate and
extrastriate regions, analysis of neuronal discharges before and
during NO modulation using “noisy” visual stimuli presented as
isodipole (Purpura et al., 1994), drifting (Casanova et al., 1995),
and/or figure-ground textures (Zipser et al., 1996) might provide
more direct evidence of the ability of NO to facilitate cortical
neurons to extract salient features from complex visual scenes.
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